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ITALY'S HEAVIEST RAID
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■ Last .night, our hone-based bombers carried*over the dips -a much-greater load of
*

high explosive and incendiary bombs than ever before. Considerably, more than a

thousand. tons of bombs was dropped on objectives in Milan alone, the largest
industrial and commercial city .in Italy, and a*particUlarly important centre of

the Italian engineering industry, And there was another target, Turin, with its

industries and railways, which were effectively attacked, Axis troops using the

Mont Cenis route, the only other main connection with the north besides the line

through the Brenner pass must travel through Turin,
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Milan is the only one of the three main industrial towns of the north of Italy
which had escaped a major assault. It is the first of the three tpwns to get the

kind of attack - more than a thousand tons in half an hour - to which German

industrial towns have been accustomed in recent months. The widespread devastation

in Genoa was caused by a succession of considerably light attacks; Turin’s most

destructive raid, on July 12, 1943, was not much more than half as heavy as last

night’s attack on Milan. Milan was the flr.st of the three cities to get a daylight

raid, that of October 24, 1942, and this undoubtedly caused much disorganisation of

industries and communications at the time.

Last night, there was bright moonlight and such clouds as there were did not

hide the targets. The pilots who circled around Milan during most of the attack

to make reports for the Air Staff as soon as they returned were convinced that the

operation had been an outstanding success. Over the Alps on the way back rear-

gunners looking towards Milan saw a huge pillar of smoke, rising straight up to a

great height end then spreading out. At the base of the pillar they could see

red flames mixed with the black smoke.

At zero hour, a quarter past one, the first bomb went down to the minute, and

this was immediately followed by a swift shower of incendiaries and high explosive,

following without intermission until a quarter to two, Fires were extremely well

concentrated into the area under attack.

"It was very light when we passed over the Alps," said Flight Sgt, R.C. Lowe,
a Lancaster rear-gunner who comes from Bathurst, Australia, "We could pick out the

various peaks. .Vie saw that Turin was being heavily bombed and then as we got

to Milan we saw smoke coming up from the fires to a height of 10,000 feet,"

Pilot Officer J. Scrivener, mid-upper gunner in a Halifax - he cones from Kings

Cross, London - was nailing his first Italian attack although he has been over many

German towns, "I was amazed to see only about 25 or 30 searchlights around a, town

of the size and importance of Milan," he said. "As far as I could tell there were

equally few guns, a. remarkable contrast to the air defences in Germany,

"be were in the early stages of the attack and fires were just beginning to get

hold, I could see fact ry buildings lit up by the flash of bombs. Then we reached

the Alps on the way back I saw how the fires had grown and spread. Cloud was

building up
between Milan and the Alps at that time and you could see the glow of the

fires reflected an the base of the clouds, about 18,000 feet up,"

Rapid bombing disorganised the defences, -‘There was a certain amount of flak

to start with," said W/C, D.C, Smith, a Halifax squadron commander who comes from

Bedford, ’’but after a short time you could just about count the bursts. My rear-

gunner saw the fires free the French side of the Alps on the way back,"

Though less heavy, the atta.ck on Turin was an equally remarkable example of

rapid bombing. The whole bomb load went down in. less than half .on hour - zero

hour was the sane as over Milan, and the Turin defences wef£ quickly saturated,

M
We were caught in searchlights three times," said the rear-gunner of a Stirling,

"If we had been over the Ruhr they would have hung on to us like grim death, but we

just weaved and. in a moment we were free, ,7e crossed the target three times and

circled round, I saw fires building up and spreading until nearly the whole

target area was covered by them. As we cane away dense clouds of smoke were

rising up."
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Over France on the way back, a single-engine fighter was following at Stirling

The front-gunner of another Stirling sav/ it, his pilot dived down on- the fighter,. .
and- the front-gunner gave it two bursts. At the sane tine the rear-gunner of- the

first Stirling fired a long burst,. Caught between two fires, the fighter 'gave"Up.

the chase and disappeared*
"

bnen Italy entered the war Milan's industries 'were largely replanned to suit

the requirements of Germany, factories include the Pirelli works, the largest
rubber plant in Italy, the Breda armament works, the Caproni aircraft factory,
the 'Marelli accumulator. works, and the Isotta-Fraschini and Alfa-Romeo aero

engine works. There are many -other armament and engineering works as well as ww;

chemical plant.
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